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Police organisations are developing Intelligence Led Policing initiatives to enhance the knowledge of the criminal environment for effective resource deployment. One of the key policing techniques available to police is the use of Covert Human Sources formerly also known as criminal informers. The police—informer relationship has been known as a high risk relationship especially in the area of ethics and integrity. A number of commissions of inquiry has also criticised this relationship. This paper reflects on the challenges for police to develop policy to ensure a professional framework for police–human source conduct. The paper reflects on what an effective human source is in the criminal intelligence sense and what the basic elements of an effective operational framework are.

Thus what enables the wise sovereign and the good general to strike and conquer, and achieve things beyond the reach of ordinary men, is foreknowledge. Now this foreknowledge cannot be elicited from spirits, it cannot be obtained inductively from experience. Knowledge of the enemies dispositions can only be obtained from other men.


Understanding the criminal environment is the cornerstone of reducing crime and minimising victimisation. The aim of this paper is to discuss the need for police to develop and implement a professional, effective and ethical Human Source Management (HSM) framework to enhance police knowledge of the criminal environment from area level command to international policing, but also to emphasise the challenges involved in doing so. Human intelligence sources should be an integral part of police intelligence doctrine and practices. The paper broadly defines the role of human sources in contemporary policing, specifically in terms of intelligence gathering. The ethical management of sources is of paramount importance, and integrating HSM practices with the formal police intelligence framework is a challenge as the use of sources has traditionally been reserved as a detective function to be deployed when specific crimes are investigated.

Police face a challenge to develop policy that will see the modernisation of this covert policing practice as the police—informer relationship has been criticised in the past for being a relationship that lends itself to corruption and unethical behaviour. The challenge to develop policy in this regard is against a background of the need for police to expand the knowledge base
of the criminal environment as well as the emphasis on police to ensure intelligence-driven, risk-based policing practices.¹

**Defining Human Sources in Contemporary Policing**

The community provides information to police in many forms. Greer distinguishes between informants and informers.² According to Greer’s definition, informants are people who provide police with information about any matter however useful this information is. In contrast, the police informer is a person who has a particular motivation to provide specific information to police, who normally associates with those in the criminal world and who expects police to maintain a level of secrecy in terms of his or her relationship with police. Over the last decade, intelligence development in policing has expanded to such an extent that the term *police* informer is outdated as police intelligence practices include modernising and professionalising the traditional *police–informer* relationship.

As part of modernising the police officer–informer relationship, the term *informer* has been replaced by such terms as Covert Human Intelligence Source (CHIS), Human Source (HS) or human intelligence source. There is no general single definition in police or law enforcement for human intelligence sources as policing agencies in the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and the United States define sources differently. However, the various definitions have some commonality. An HS can be described as a person with specific or general knowledge about criminality and the criminal market, who has a long-term relationship with the police, who can be deployed by the police and who might seek to receive some form of reward. Sources are thus any persons who consciously and, in a covert manner, provide information to police, whether there is expectation of reward or not, but with an understanding that police will protect their identity.³

---

Effective HS is the product of the following three factors:

- **Access** to criminal information;
- **Motivation** to bring crime-related information to police attention; and
- **Control** of police who will direct his or her activity.\(^4\)

### The Need to Develop Human Source Capability in Policing

Police are responsible for reducing crime and ensuring community safety. Contemporary policing emphasises the need for police organisations to have extensive knowledge of the criminal environment and to deploy resources in a prioritised manner. The need to engage with the community is thus now more important than ever. One effective way of doing this is to re-evaluate the way police deal with those in the community who have access to the criminal environment but who are at the same time willing to work with police. Arguably, one of the most significant ‘enablers’ for HSM in modern policing came with the publication of the 1993 Audit Commission report, *Helping with Inquiries, Tackling Crime Effectively*.\(^5\) The report stated that criminal informants were the lifeblood of police and advocated an emphasis on their use in the United Kingdom with the aim of reducing crime.

Police can harness the knowledge and skills of those people in the community with access to the criminal world (potential sources) by implementing a structured, well-resourced HSM framework. The development of professional HSM practices is an essential tool for crime reduction and should be an integral part of the intelligence-led policing philosophy. Despite impressive advances in the intelligence management field in terms of technical data analysis and collection, the use of human intelligence sources has not always provided accurate and quality intelligence. The 9/11 Commission of Inquiry, for example, severely

---


criticised the US Central Intelligence Agency in the aftermath of the 11 September 2001 bombings for a lack of HS capability.\(^6\)

Since the start of the new millennium it became evident that police have to develop new ways of engaging with the community to reduce crime and victimisation and to secure community safety. The need for police to develop HS networks in communities, and specifically in those ‘at-risk’ communities, is becoming an essential element in crime reduction and domestic security initiatives. The fragile nature of community safety was exposed by various domestic security incidents across the world during the last eight years: the 9/11 attacks in the United States, the Madrid bombings, the Bali bombings and the London bombings in 2005. Although the use of sources has developed as a major crime control technique, especially in the organised crime arena during the last thirty years in Australasia, the United Kingdom and the United States, it could be argued that police organisations have not done enough to expand the practice to other areas of policing.\(^7\)

Although the police–informer relationship has been severely criticised, many police and law enforcement organisations have recently moved from a traditional police–informer relationship to a more comprehensive, professional and ethical system of recruiting and managing sources. The introduction of dedicated source-handling units and HSM units in various police jurisdictions in the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand is contributing significantly to the development of professionalism in intelligence gathering covering a vast area of criminality, including domestic security.

The advantages of specialised HSM units are many. They provide professional management of sources and a high level of oversight in terms of the wider police–HS relationship. HSM units are also subjected to formal independent audits with a range of accountability systems in place, ensuring quality standards while minimising most risks associated with HSM.\(^8\)

For police, employing HS services remains a high-risk tactic. Police corruption, ethical source management and poor intelligence management are high-risk areas that need to be managed with adequate policy design. Nevertheless, with this warning comes the acknowledgement that the potential positive outcomes in terms of crime reduction and safer


communities by using sources in an ethical, professional and well-structured intelligence model, outweighs the risks associated with the practice.

The relationship between police and sources remains controversial, however, especially when participant informers receive a ‘license’ to commit crime by the nature of their relationship with police. Various commissions of inquiry in Australia, the United Kingdom and United States have identified the risks associated with using HS and a significant number of recommendations and guidelines have been published in different countries because of this.

The management of professional and ethical HS practices is about supporting the intelligence function within police services while still remaining a key investigative tool for police. Modern police intelligence practices require HS practices to be fully integrated into the intelligence management framework of the organisation. HS intelligence practices need to support and inform the development, production and dissemination of key intelligence products that support the knowledge base of police in the form of strategic assessments, tactical assessments, target profiles and problem profiles. Crime intelligence and analysis can be greatly enhanced by the addition of reliable, timely and effectively managed HS information.

Developing an HSM framework from area to national level fits well with proactive community policing. The challenge is to ensure coordinated, integrated and ethical HS practice. In contrast to the traditional approach of informants being used for crime investigation per se, contemporary policing reforms require the use of sources to support proactive policing strategies which aim to understand criminality better and keep communities safe. A professional and ethical HSM framework consists of robust integrity measures and ensures alignment between various policing jurisdictions. It also allows a focused, centralised and ongoing intelligence capacity in the organisation to inform strategy development, decision making, resource allocation and guide interventions aimed at reducing crime and domestic security risks.

---

9 The participant informant is one who is allowed to carry on with committing a crime in order for police to determine who involved in organising the criminal action.
Policy Design Challenges

The formal development of policy and guidelines governing police–HS relationships are quite a recent development in most English-speaking countries. Policy governing the relationship between police and sources needs to strive towards developing ethical standards and procedures to enhance the impact HS information can have on crime reduction. However, the high-risk nature of the relationship poses certain challenges for policy design. The main challenge is for police to ensure the transformation of a traditional reactive–investigative use of informers to a professional proactive focus where sources are managed to enrich police knowledge of the criminal environment so as to ensure crime reduction.

This transformation process has been evolving over the last few years as unethical HS practices in police organisations have been exposed. During the Wood Royal Commission of Inquiry into the New South Wales Police, Justice Wood found the relationships between New South Wales police officers and the informers they interacted with to be unethical and in certain cases corrupt.

As late as 2004 the Kennedy Royal Commission investigating corruption in the Western Australia Police found that, despite significant work done in the area of structured HSM, some significant breaches of protocol and inadequate operational focus occurred when police engaged with sources. Both the Wood Royal Commission and the Kennedy Commission emphasised the need to ensure that police at all times have a structured, well-supervised system governing HSM at all levels in the organisation. Such a system always has to provide for a tiered management structure. Mollen identified similar requirements during a commission of inquiry into corruption in the New York Police Service, and the same requirement was recently again emphasised by the Morris Tribunal in Ireland.

Research shows that police officers have a propensity to condone certain criminal acts by the sources they engage with, and that some relationships
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12 Greer, ‘Towards a sociological model of the police informant’, points out that a mere thirty years ago, the informant–police officer relationship was informal, unstructured and very individualised. During the 1970s, some UK police agencies moved towards the first formal attempt to engage with criminal informants in a more structured way. During that period the UK media came up with the term ‘supergrass’ to refer to those offenders who were prepared to break the code of silence associated with the underworld and offer their testimony in high-level prosecutions. The supergrass system was established in the United Kingdom after a dramatic rise in organised crime during the 1970s. In Ireland a similar system was introduced and institutionalised during the 1980s as the intelligence systems of the Irish police matured throughout the previous decades. The supergrass system spearheaded the contemporary use of criminal informants as part of a sophisticated police intelligence-gathering system in order to present evidence in court with the aim of convicting large numbers of suspects.


14 Morris, ‘Report of the Tribunal of Inquiry into certain Gardaí in the Donegal Division.’
between officers and their sources are characterised by manipulation and the selective dissemination of information by the police officers handling these informants. Until quite recently police organisations have not made any substantial attempt to manage or regulate the relationship between police and sources or attempted to govern more effectively the process of information gathering by them.

It has only been during the last decade that police organisations, particularly in the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada, have promulgated policy and processes to re-evaluate and redesign a largely unstructured or even unethical relationship between police and sources.

An ethical and professional framework of HSM implies the deployment of sources against pre-set targets identified by strategic assessments and formal intelligence requirements. Such a framework also emphasises that all sources be formally registered with police. The policy governing this relationship between police and sources also needs to direct how these ‘assets’ are to be protected and managed in a transparent and auditable manner. The policy also has to prescribe the nature of the interaction between those responsible for the management of the sources (the police handlers) and the sources.

Policy governing HSM in policing needs to focus on transforming this relationship from being reactive and characterised by the passive reception of information by individual detectives to a proactive approach of integrating a professional HSM framework into the organisation’s intelligence doctrine and linked to the strategic framework in which the organisation operates. The aim of such a framework should always be to increase the knowledge base of the criminal environment so that police can keep local communities safe while reducing crime and victimisation. This is a paradigm shift which requires a range of different thought patterns within the policing organisation. Part of the modernisation of HSM is that the process pertains to an intelligence-driven strategy across the organisation.

---

15 Cooper and Murphy, ‘Ethical Approaches for Police Officers when Working with Informants in the Development of Criminal Intelligence in the United Kingdom’; Norris and Dunningham, ‘Some Ethical Dilemmas in the Handling of Police Informers’; Billingsley, ‘Process Deviance and the Use of Informers: The Solution’; Rosenfield, Jacobs and Wright, ‘Snitching and the code of the street’.

Table 1 indicates eight key differences between a traditional police officer–informer relationship and that of a modernised professional and ethical HSM regime. Table 1 also shows the relationship evolving from a traditional police–informer regime normally managed by local detectives to a formal professional HSM regime driven by a formal intelligence strategy in the organisation.

Table 1: Synopsis of the evolution of HSM in contemporary policing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional police–informer regime</th>
<th>Formal professional HSM regime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informal informer–police officer practices</td>
<td>Modernised, formal, professional and ethical HS practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive technique used by detectives and limited to specific investigations</td>
<td>A proactive intelligence-led policing practice to support intelligence assessment which is used for decision making on resource deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance on police officer personality and the interactivity of the police officer with a potential informer</td>
<td>Systematic organisation of HS recruitment, management and tasking according to standards set in the organisation and aligned to intelligence requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualistic and unstructured nature of the relationship</td>
<td>Formal tasking of informants based on a set of intelligence requirements derived from a range of intelligence products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncoordinated management and informal personalised management regime established by the police officer and the informer</td>
<td>Formal registration requirements; motivational and risk assessments of the HS; centrally monitored and governed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective information provided by informants</td>
<td>Tasking and coordination of informants according to formal intelligence requirements based on strategic assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective action by police handlers and a reluctance to act against ‘bad’ informants</td>
<td>Information obtained is part of a structured intelligence management system, including analyses and dissemination, for effective decision making; clear supervision and accountability governed by policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment of any person by any police officer that presents as a potential informant</td>
<td>Recruiting sources with specific skills and attributes to target specific entities identified by a set of intelligence requirements; the role is performed by well-trained HS handlers and in some cases by full-time HS handlers who are part of dedicated source handling units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualised and personalised network of informants with handler individually engaging with informants</td>
<td>Formal management regime with a set of determined processes and defined ethical practices, including registration requirements; formal roles of the registrar, the handler, the controller, co-handlers formulated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are considerable incentives for a police organisation to develop HSM practices as a core element of the organisation’s intelligence framework. Contemporary development of professional HSM practices is directly in contrast to the traditional approach whereby the informer–police officer relationship relied heavily upon the personality and capacity of the individual police officer who ‘owned’ the informer. Professional practice stipulates that sources be an intelligence asset aligned with the police organisation—the individual preferences of handlers not being a strong consideration at all.

The most significant development in modernised HSM practices has been the introduction of formal tasking and directing of sources. Tasking sources entails providing them with a target to provide information on. Targets can be individual offenders or crime groups. The HS is expected to gather information on the target.

The objective of tasking the HS is to discover, in a structured formal manner, more information and build knowledge about the target’s activities for police to act against the target in some form, be it by way of arrest or disrupting the criminal activity of a crime group.

Policy design for ethical and professional HSM practices needs to have some key generic elements. Firstly, the aim of HSM policy and processes is to enhance the intelligence process and, more specifically, police knowledge of the environment. For this reason, the information management regime regarding HSM is normally centralised. The HSM policy should also govern the way in which the tasking of sources occurs as well as govern the process of timely dissemination of intelligence obtained from such sources. A sound HSM regime needs to strive towards meeting organisational objectives in terms of crime reduction. It also needs to provide for performance reviews of the HSM system and practices, including a review of resources available to the organisation to effectively and ethically manage this type of activity. Policy also needs to guide police towards cultivating sources with particular skills or attributes to undertake specific tasks relating to crime reduction priorities.

A broad framework to structure the police generally consists of the following dimensions:

17 Cooper and Murphy, ‘Ethical Approaches for Police Officers when Working with Informants in the Development of Criminal Intelligence in the United Kingdom’.
18 Innes, ‘Professionalizing the Role of the Police Informant: The British Experience’.
• **Setting Objectives:** The management objectives for managing the HS are derived from intelligence requirements set in advance. These intelligence requirements are derived from intelligence assessments or flow from other intelligence estimates.

• **Identifying the Target:** Targets for the HS are determined in a structured way using the intelligence management process. Sources are then carefully assessed to match the best potential source to the most appropriate target.

• **Surveying the Target:** Before a potential HS is proactively tasked to target a specific person, group or network, a detailed assessment is carried out on the target.

• **Assessing and Evaluating the Source’s Potential:** Police identify the most suitable person to engage with as an HS. A person is evaluated based on his or her level of access to a target, offender or group, or the relationships this person already has with such an offender or group. Once police have identified the potential informant, an assessment needs to be carried out on the potential HS, including a detailed risk assessment. The motivation of the person to be registered as an HS must be established at all times as the person’s motivational factors determine the nature of the relationship between police and source.

A professional HSM system has various advantages for policing, including:

• effective and ethical mechanisms to engage with sources and effective information management;

• improved understanding of the criminal environment on area, district, regional and national levels supporting sustained crime reduction and community safety, while building police capability to disrupt the criminal environment;

• clear accountability arrangements at all levels of the process;

• increased intelligence at area, district, regional and national levels for effective decision making and effective and efficient deployment of resources according to risk at all levels;

---

20 Once police have assessed the target in detail, they need to determine and identify which people have access to the target. The potential HS might be an associate of a high profile offender. Police will then have to devise a strategy on how to approach and ultimately engage the potential source in a long-term relationship with police (recruitment and registration) in order to provide intelligence on the target (person, offender, location or criminal network).
• identification of intelligence gaps at all levels and mitigation of organisational and community risks in terms of criminality level;

• an enhanced district-wide focus on crime reduction in general but also providing a focus on police interventions aimed at high risk communities or networks of high risk offenders; and

• contribution to the development of intelligence best practice and a focus on organisational ethics and integrity.

Conclusion

There are clearly a range of risk factors associated with the relationship police form with those active in the criminal environment, as was seen with the commissions of inquiry held in the United Kingdom, Australia and the United States. The relationship between police and those in the community willing to provide information will continue and, in fact, need to continue to secure communities and to reduce crime. Police organisations will be in a much stronger position when they formally recognise the relationship between police and those in the criminal environment who are able to work with police and when police develop policy governing a professional ethical framework to manage this relationship.

The challenge for police is to ensure that the shackles of past behaviour—a reactive, individually-driven, unstructured engagement with informers— make way for a coordinated, proactive, systematic management system that provides protection for both sources and their handlers in a modern policing environment. A truly professional and ethical system will be integrated into the organisation’s formal intelligence framework and not be centred on individual relationships between police officers and informers. The HSM policy that governs the relationship between police and sources must be transparent, ensuring reporting of contacts and interaction between supervisors and sources, and the tasking and coordination of sources should be based on intelligence requirements identified by strategic assessments. The modernisation of HSM systems will improve the quality of intelligence management at all levels in policing from local command level to the international policing domain.
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